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SOCIAL SECURITY ACTS 1975 TO 1980

CLAIM FOR UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFIT

DECISION OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY COMMISSIONER .

Name: Michael John York

Local Tribunal::.; Brixton

Case No': '75/4'::::-.

1 ~ ' My decision is that -'. ':'':"'

(a) "unemployment benefit is ''not payable'o '!the"'cl~<'~~t'='for ':-'.
':

.the-..:inclusive period 12.January 1978 to 50 March 1978
because the earnings factor derived from contributionsof:a relevant 'class paid- by -or credited -to'.the cl&mmt'-,';=".=..=

=;.-'-='n

the tax year -ended 5 April 1976 'is le'ss'than
25 times the lower earnings'limit for'that ye'ar -is
provided--'.by piragraph'-.'-'of':Sche'dule )'to"!the"'Social
Security Act 1975 and regulation 14 of the:Social''-::,"''::-''-:-"--.-,-- ".--",:;Security (Unemployment,"-"Sickness:-arid! Invalidity Benefit)

''':"'-::::.Regulations1975;--

(b).::!!the-inclusive periods 4 October 1977 to 29 December 1977'arid:12 January 1978:to:-:)0March 1978 'are to be treated '.—..'s

one period. of interruption of employ'ment because'hey
'renot separated by a period of more. than" 1$ weeks as

provided by section 17(1)(d) of the said Act
!

2. At the oral hearing 'before me';-the cia@mant-wis represented',.by,".
Mr M.Rowland of;the Citizen's'i.ghts.Office"'and the insuraiice officer
was . also represented.'' .-.::

't

is not in dispute that the cla<~~t was not entitled to
. unemployment benefit for the inclusive period. 4 October 1977 to

29 December 1977-,(referred .to as -"the first period") because for the
.. relevant tax year ending on 5 April 1976 he had paid no contributions,having been abroad,'nd his earnings -factor was nil It was also notin di;spute that, if the first period .is to be treated with the period12 January. 1.978 to:+ March:1978 -(referred to as "the second period")as one period of interruption of employment, the cl~<~t is also notentitled.to unemployment benefit for that period
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4, The issue in the appeal is whether or not the " period" are to
be treated as one period of interruption of eniployment because they
were not separated by a period of more than 1'r weeks, as provided by
"=ection 17(1)(d) of the said Act, or whether the first period is not
to be treated a" a period of interruption of employment> in which
event a fresh period of interruption of employment would have commenced
on 12 January 1978 and the relevant tax year would be the one ending
on 5 April 1977'lthough it has not been decided by the Secretary of
State, it was agreed before me that the contribution conditions were
satisfied for that tax year.

u.

5. The relevant sections of the said Act and regulations have been
set out in the written submissions and it is unnecessary to set-them
out ~ in detail except as hereinafter appears " Section

17(1)(a):"„-,'rovides,in relation to unemployment benefit, in a negative form,
that a day shall not be treated as a,day of unemployment uiiless:,.on-:.~,:--,'-.:'=--.:,':.-"-'-"m""" "-'"

,. that day a person i;s capable 'of work and 'is,::or 'is:.deemed .in-'accordalnce-~, -..

with regulations to be, available. to be employed in spml ybe d:earn:er 's..
employment. Section 17(1.)(c)defines the expression "day of iiitewrrrup-'-.', n

tion of employment" ~ Section 17(1)(d) provides-
s

"(d) .any,two days of interruption of -employment, whether
consecutive or not, -within a period of 6 consecutive
days shall be treated as a period of interruption of.
employment and any two .such periods not separated by
a period of more than 1) weeks ("week" for this
purpose meaning any period. of 7 days) shall be treated
as one period of interruption of employment;"

I
1

Section .17(2)(a) enables regulations to be. made, subject to subsection
17(1), as to the days which are or are not to be treated for the
purposes of unemployment benefit (amongst other benefits) as days of
unemployment (or of incapacity for work) Regulations have been made
entitled The,Soci.al Securit'y (Unemployment, Sickness and Invalidity
Benefit):.Regulations 1975 (S.I.'1975No 564), to which I shall refer
as "the 1975,regulations".

6. Mr Rowland developed a submission contending, at the outset, that
a day when the contribution conditions for unemployment benefit are not
satisfied is not a day of interruption of employment if a claim is. not ..:
made for that day or for any of the days in a period of unemployment
In support he referred to regulation 7(1)(b) of the 1975 regulations
which proyides—

!'(b) a der shall not be treated as a day of unemployment if
it. is a day in respect. of which a person is disqualified
for receiving unemployment benefit;"

From that he argued that failure to satisfy the contribution conditions
for unemployment benefit is tantamount to a disqualification for
receiving benefit and therefore the dagrs in the first period were not
to be taken into account for the purposes oi a period. of interruption
of employment under section 17(1)(d) Thus the relevant period of
interruption of employment relating to the second period began in 1978
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7. As to what. constitutes disqualification, Mr:Rowland referred to
Decision C.S. 174/49 (KL), which was a decision of a.Tribunal of
Com~ ssioners dealing with -the National Insurance Act 1946 and
regulations made thereunder.. Section 11 of that Act contains similar
provisions to .those of section 17 of the present Act The National .

Insurance (Unemployment and Sickness Benefit). Regulations 1948 (S.I.
1948 No 1277.), were. made under the enabling power and regulation 6
contained 'a series:of.,provisions. for. which .days, were: not to .be treated ,.
as.;days of. unemployment. or of .incapacity:for work Provisions -have
been,.:made-.to the:.:like effect .in .regulation,.7(1) of the. 1975-regulations,
but not:.in:similar'.;terms;or .covering a;like,set of.,circumstances as
matters.-'have .evolved -. and:unstatutory;,provi sions have changed.-and:been
added to.:.'over, .:the.,'years .;.:;:.."

::,.The ..:'penalty..'-/or''';-f ailing..;toVmake;,'any,. claim .':.at 'all ''is:
disentitlement ';:not;-;disqualif ic'ation.. Regulation 6(1)(c),;. -:,-.,:,:—;='..;:.:-::

'- of:the:Unemployment.;and,':Sickness,.Benefit Regulations .-
,.-.applies':,'to days of disentitlement:as well:as-:.to-days. of ~

disqualification.-

Held, that .in respect of sickness:benefit and;:unemployment
benefit: a claim must be:made .in respect of.eacy.,;day and a .,
claim. cannot-be made:prospective1y "

The head .:note.,:correctly..sumnmrises.:the reasoning, of that. deci;sion'
Mr Rowland contended, that, as the:,Tribunal-;-:of Commissioners decided,
in .paragraph.4"of. the decision, that a person who made no claim .was
.disentitled to benefit and had expressed the opiriion that regulation
6(1)(c),of:.the.;Unemployment and Sickness Benefit. Regulations 1948 -(now
'regulation 7(1)(c) of the 1975 regulations), must be read: as applicable .„,,-
to days='for;which.',a.claimant is disentitled to benefit as .well as:to
those. for "which..:he is.disqualified for receivi.ng benefit, it followed,
that any. der for..'-which .a claimant-does not receiv'e.unemployment.',benefit-.:
because.,:he:-does not::sa'tisfy the contribution conditions cannot form
.part:.:of a period. of:interruption.of-.employment;;.because the claimant::.is
disqualified..for receiving -benefit. -He;;submitted, that:, the:condition
as to "clainiing:required by -section 28,of..the:Act of 1946: was -indisting-,
uishable-from':the condition as to the contribution condition"'eing,
satisfied required by section 14:of...the::Act 'of 1975, .with. which I
disagree '-.':The 2.sections are quite. different.. He.submitted that there
was no logica1:.distinction between. not mal~g,=a claim and.not satisfying
the:.contributiori canditions..and:that, if a .person is disentitled, that
is equivalent.to being:disqualified - He referred..to the words "entitled"
and "requalified":in section .18(1) of the 1975 Act He submitted. that
making an.'un'successful claim:rendered a person worse off than not making
a claim at--.all.::.:But,a person who does not claim would not qualify for
credit of contributions.; In a written submission, reference was also
made to Hales:.v Bolton Leathers Ltd +195+1 A.C. 5)1 at p 548, which I
take to refe~ to the dissenting speech of Lord Oaksey It does not
seem to me to have. any bearing, other than perhaps a very indirect
analogy, to the provisions under consideration in this appeal
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9. Mr Rowland made a resolute attempt to support his contentions,
although I found some difficulty in comprehending the cohesion of his
submission. The submission has been made before, but not in precisely
the same terms or in such detail. The insurance officer's represen-
tative referred to and relied upon a decision on Commissioner's file
C.S. )45/1977 and to Decision C.G. 1/80 (not reported) ~ The submission
contrary to Mr Howland's submission is admirably summarised in
paragraph 14 of the:latter decision in which Nr Canlin' argument on
behalf of: the -insurance officer was accepted by 'the learned Commissioner
Mr Rowland sought to distiriguish those decisions. He .stated correctly

'hat,in the decisiori -oii Commissioner':file C.S. 54)/1977, there was
not a submission -on;:.the lines-of his'argument.".'I note:.that in-Decision -,

C.G. 1/80 'the argument based on 'Decision C.S. 174/49=(KL) was made„.
after a short adjourxxment of, some 15 minutes.

10. .'n msy::::juddment,.ltr .Howlsnd',oontention'is not enpporrtneed'by: ":'-'':—:': !:':,':;:Q
; 'Decision C.S.:174/49«'(KL)'twhich',dealt„"sonly with failure to -claim in a

different. set of;circumstances. e.ln"that.:decision the claimarit:-had:,
title to benefit:butt'.-had:":cclaimed:it:-prospectively and, as-I understand .

the reasoning"of'.the'Tribunal, they 'deci.ded that it was to be.:treated
as, equivalent to a delayed claim for which good cause had not been
proved and resulted in disqualification for receiving the benefit. In
this appeaal the'claimant had no title to the benefit becaxxse:there
were no contributions:and the claim failed at the outset, which is not
the same as disqualification The claimant did not qualify and was not
disqualified To draw an analogy between statutory provisions or
descriptive language is not a sure guide to statutory interpretation
Observations. to that effect are to be found. in paragraph 17 of Decisiori
R(S) 2/65..-

11 ' The governing provision for treating a day as a day of unemploy-
ment is -that contained in section 17(1)(a) of the 1975 Act to which .:
regulations -mu'st be subject. .Regulation 7(1) of the 1975 regulations
.provides for days:which are not to be treated as days of unemployment
or.:of incapacityfor work,'hich would otherwise be treated as .such
days: 'daijrs not'-:fallirig'within those categories are days, of unemployment
In the present appealithe claimant made a claim It was not contended:
that he"was 'either incapable'of work. or not available to be employed in
employed eainer's employment. Therefore. the days were days of. unemploy-
ment unless they-came within -any of the provisions for not treating
them as such.":-The fact that he -was not entitled to benefit because he
did'ot satisfy 'the contribution conditions is not, in my opinion,
tantamount- to disqualification. Disqualification in regulation 7(1)(b)
and (c) of'the"1975'egulations relates to section 20 of the 1975 Act;
other provisions for disqualification are contained in section 19 .

(stoppage of-:-work due to a trade dispute) and section 82(5) (absence
:from:Great Britain or imprisonment etc) of the 1975 Act In Decision
C.S. 174/49 (KL) the Tribunal were dealing with failure to make a claim
at all. In the present case a claim was made and failed because the
contributi;on conditions were not satisfied'here is no analogy or
similarity between that and failure to claim at all.
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.12. I drew attention at the hearing to regulation 11 of the 1975
regulations, which makes pecial provisions relating to delay or
failure in making or prosecutinp a. claim for unemployment benefit
whereby. a person inay be treated as entitled to benefit and provisions
relating to the period of entitlement to earnings-related supplement
if a person .fails to .show that, in .not making or'prosecuting a'claim
for unemployment, sickness or invalidity benefit, he did not'ntend.,
by failure to acquire or establish a right to benefit~'o cause a new
period of interruption of employment to begin. for the purposes of .

earnings-related supplement. The imrds .used are""entitled" and
"a right to benefit" and not to disqualifi'ciaition or ceasing. to 'be'';.::.--:.,':

'.::.:='„:,.".-.:.:.'-,'..-'-:,~;:-';"-:::,:.";~"-,:~'isquilified

In relation to earning~rielaited suipplemeritq iit'.is.:.often'.„-;-'=;-'-;:.'''.-..:,:-.;"-":-",;;-';"

;i'.,I

- 1). .-.For. the reasons -stated, the claimant!s.appeal is dismis ed,
Y

(Signed) J S Matson
Commissioner

Date: 10 June 1980

i

Coinniissioner' File: C.U. 444/1979
C.I-.O File:: I.O. 5088/U/79 --
Region:. London
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